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Chapter 7 Fractions

CBSE NCERT Solutions for Class 6 mathematics Chapter 7

Exercise 7.1
Q.1.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

24
Solution:

The given figure is divided into four equal parts out of which two parts have been shaded.
∴ Total number of triangles =4 Total number of shaded triangles =2 We know that, a fraction is a number
representing part of a whole. Here, the numerator represents the number of shaded parts. The denominator represents
the number of equal parts that make up a whole. Therefore, the required
fraction =Total number of shaded trianglesTotal number of triangles=24 Hence, the required fraction is 24.
Q.2.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

89
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts The given figure is divided
into nine equal parts out of which eight parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of boxes =9 Total number of boxes
shaded =8 Therefore, the required fraction =Total number of boxes shadedTotal number of boxes=89 Hence, the
required fraction is 89.
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Q.3.

Chapter 7 Fractions

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

48
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts

The given figure has eight equal parts out of which four parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of parts =8 Total
number of parts shaded =4 Therefore, the required fraction = Total number of parts shadedTotal number of parts=48
Hence, the required fraction is 48.
Q.4.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

14
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Solution:
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We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts

The given figure is divided into four equal parts out of which one part has been shaded. ∴ Total number of parts =4
Total number of parts shaded =1 Therefore, the required fraction =
Total number of parts shadedTotal number of parts=14 Hence, the required fraction is 14.
Q.5.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

48
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts The given figure is divided into
eight equal parts out of which four parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of petals =8 Total number of petals
shaded =4 Therefore, the required fraction =Total number of petals shadedTotal number of petals=48 Hence, the
required fraction is 48.

Q.6.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

37
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Solution:
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We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
The given figure is divided into seven equal parts out of which three parts have been shaded. ∴Total number of
boxes =7 Total number of boxes shaded =3
Therefore, the required fraction = Total number of boxes shadedTotal number of boxes=37
Hence, the required fraction is 37.

Q.7.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

312
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts The given figure is divided
into 12 equal parts out of which three parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of flowers =12 Total number of
flowers shaded =3 Therefore, the required fraction = Total number of flowers shadedTotal number of flowers=312
Hence, the required fraction is 312.

Q.8.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

1010
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts

The given figure is divided into 10 equal parts out of which 10 parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of pencils
=10 Total number of pencils shaded =10 Therefore, the required fraction =
Total number of pencils shadedTotal number of pencils=1010 Hence, the required fraction is 1010.
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Q.9.
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Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

49
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts The given figure is divided
into nine equal parts out of which four parts have been shaded. ∴ Total number of triangles =9 Total number of
triangles shaded =4 Therefore, the required fraction = Total number of triangles shadedTotal number of triangles=49
Hence, the required fraction is 49.

Q.10.

Write the fraction representing the shaded portion.

12
Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal parts
into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the required fraction =Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts

The given figure is divided into two equal parts out of which one part has been shaded. ∴ Total number of parts =2
Total number of parts shaded =1 Therefore, the required fraction
=Total number of parts shadedTotal number of parts=12 Hence, the required fraction is 12.
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Q.11.
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What fraction of these circles have X's in them and write in its simplest form.

12
Solution:

Given figure is,

Total number of circles =8 Number of circles having 'X'=4 ∴ The required
fraction =Number of circles having X in themTotal number of circles=48=12 Therefore, the fraction of these circles
is 12.
Q.12.

Kristin received a CD player for her birthday. She bought 3 CDs and received 5 others as gifts. What fraction of her total CDs did
she buy and what fraction did she receive as gifts?

Solution:

Given
Number of CDs purchased =3
Number of CDs received as gifts =5 Total number of CDs =3+5=8 To find: The fraction of CDs Kristin bought
and fraction of CDs Kristin received as gifts. Fraction of CDs purchased
=Number of CDs purchasedTotal number of CDs=38 Fraction of CDs received as gifts
=Number of CDs received as giftsTotal number of CDs=58 Therefore, Kristin purchased and received CDs as gifts is
in the fraction of 38 and 58 respectively.

Q.13.

Color the parts according to the given fraction: 16

Solution:

We know that, a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be coloured. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the given fraction=Number of parts to be coloredTotal number of equal parts The given fraction is 16
which implies one part is to be shaded out of six equal parts of the figure. The given
fraction=Total number of parts coloredTotal number of parts=16 ∴ Total number of parts =6 Total number of parts to
be coloured =1

Hence, the above figure is the required answer.
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Q.14.
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Colour the parts according to the given fraction: 14

Solution:

We know that, a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be coloured. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
The given fraction is 14 which implies one part is to be shaded out of four equal parts of the figure.
The given fraction =Total number of parts coloredTotal number of parts=14
∴ Total number of parts in the given figure =4
Total number of parts to be coloured =1

Hence, the above figure is the required answer.
Q.15.

Colour the part according to the given fraction: 13

Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be coloured. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
The given fraction is 13 which implies one part is to be coloured out of three equal parts of the figure. The given
fraction =Total number of parts coloredTotal number of parts=13 ∴ Total number of parts in the given figure =3
Total number of parts to be coloured =1

Hence, the above figure is the required answer.
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Q.16.
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Colour the part according to the given fraction: 34

Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be coloured. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the given fraction =Number of parts to be coloredTotal number of equal parts The given fraction is 34
which implies three parts are to be shaded out of four equal parts of the figure. The given
fraction =Total number of parts coloredTotal number of parts=34 ∴ Total number of parts =4 Total number of parts
to be coloured =3

Hence, the above figure is the required answer.
Q.17.

Colour the parts according to the given fraction: 49
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We know that, a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be coloured. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
The given fraction is 49 which implies four parts are to be coloured out of nine equal parts of the figure. The given
fraction =Total number of parts coloredTotal number of equal parts=49 ∴ Total number of boxes =9 Total number of
boxes to be shaded =4

Hence, the above figure is the required answer.
Q.18.

Identify the error, if any.

This is 12.
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Solution:

Chapter 7 Fractions

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
It is essential that the whole is divided into equal number of parts.

This is 12. From the first figure, it is clear that they are not equally divided. Hence, the given fraction 12 is incorrect.

This is 14.
From the second figure, it is clear that they are not equally divided. Hence, the given fraction 14 is incorrect.

This is 34.
From the third figure, it is clear that they are not equally divided. Hence, the given fraction 34 is incorrect.
Q.19.

What fraction of a day is 8 hours?

Solution:

We know that, a day is equally divided into 24 hours and out of which we need to represent 8 hours.
Then, the fraction will be Number of hoursTotal number of hours in a day=824
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF of 8 and 24 which is 8, ⇒824=13 Hence, the required fraction is 13.

Q.20.

What fraction of an hour is 40 minutes?

Solution:

We know that, an hour is equally divided into 60 minutes and out of which we have to represent 40 minutes.
Then, the fraction will be Number of minutesTotal number minutes in an hour=4060
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF of 40 and 60 which is 20. ⇒40÷2060÷20=23 Hence, the required fraction
is 23.

Q.21.

Arya, Abhimanyu, and Vivek shared lunch. Arya has brought two sandwiches, one made of vegetable and one of jam. The other
two boys forgot to bring their lunch. Arya agreed to share his sandwiches so that each person will have an equal share of each
sandwich.
How can Arya divide his sandwiches so that each person has an equal share?
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Solution:
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Given that, 2 sandwiches are divided into 3 persons.
Arya can divide each sandwich into three equal parts and give one part of each sandwich to each one of them, so that,
each will get an equal share.
So, each person will get 13+13=23 parts of sandwiches.

Q.22.

Arya, Abhimanyu, and Vivek shared lunch. Arya has brought two sandwiches, one made of vegetable and one of jam. The other
two boys forgot to bring their lunch. Arya agreed to share his sandwiches so that each person will have an equal share of each
sandwich. What part of a sandwich will each boy receive?

13
Solution:

Given that, 2 sandwiches are divided into 3 people.
Arya can divide each sandwich into three equal parts and give one part of each sandwich to each one of them so that
each will get an equal share.
The required fraction =Number of parts each of them receiveTotal number of equal parts =13 Hence, 13rd part of a
sandwich will each boy receive.

Q.23.
23

Kanchan dyes dresses. She had to dye 30 dresses. She has so far finished 20 dresses. What fraction of dresses has she finished?

Solution:

To find: The fraction of dresses that she has finished dyeing.
Given, total number of dresses =30
Number of dresses dyed =20 Fraction of finished work =Number of dresses dyedTotal number of dresses=2030
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF 20 and 30 which is 10, 2030=23 Therefore, she has dyed 23 of dresses so
far.

Q.24.

Write the natural numbers from 2 to 12. What fraction of them are prime numbers?

Solution:

The natural numbers from 2 to 12 are as follows:
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12.
The total natural numbers from 2 to 12 is 11. Out of these, the prime numbers are as follows:
2,3,5,7,11 The total prime numbers from 2 to 12 is 5. Now, the required fraction
=Count of prime numbers in the given rangeCount of natural numbers in the given range=511 Hence, the fraction
for the above prime numbers is 511.

Q.25.

Write the natural numbers from 102 to 113. What fraction of them are prime numbers?

Solution:

The natural numbers from 102 to 113 are as follows: 102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113
The total natural number from 102 to 113 is 12.
Out of these, the prime numbers are as follows: 103,107,109,113 The total prime number from 102 to 113 is 4. Now,
the required fraction =Count of prime numbers in the given rangeCount of natural numbers in the given range=412
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF of 4 and 12 which is 4, 412=13 Hence, the fraction for the above prime
numbers is 13.
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Exercise 7.2
Q.1.

Draw number lines and locate the points on them:
12, 14, 34, 44

Solution:

Given, 12,14,34,44
Where, 12=24
Re-arranging the given fraction, 14,24,34,44
All given numbers are proper fraction, therefore these points lies between 0 and 1.
The distance between 0 and 1 is divided equally into four parts.

Therefore, the given points are located on the number line as shown in the above figure.
Q.2.

Draw number lines and locate the points on them:
18,28,38,78

Solution:

Given 18,28,38,78
These points lie between 0 and 1.
The distance between 0 and 1 is divided equally into eight parts.

Therefore, the given points are located on the number line as shown in the above figure.
Q.3.

Draw number lines and locate the points on them:
25,35,85,45

Solution:

Given, 25, 35, 85, 45
Where, 85=135
Re-arranging the fraction, 25, 35, 45, 135
These points lie between 0 and 2. Since, it is not possible to represent eight parts out of five. Hence, we divide the
distance between 0 and 2 equally into ten parts.

Therefore, the given points are located on the above number line.
Q.4.

Express 203 as mixed fraction.
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623
Solution:

If improper fraction is given the mixed fraction is represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor
We know that, the denominator divides the numerator. Given, 203 3620-182 Therefore, 203=623 Hence, the
required fraction is 623.

Q.5.
215

Express 115 as mixed fraction.

Solution:

If improper fraction is given, the mixed fraction can be represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor.
Given, 115 Divide the numerator by denominator. 2511-101 Therefore, 115=215 Hence, the required fraction is 215.

Q.6.
237

Express 177 as mixed fraction.

Solution:

If improper fraction is given, the mixed fraction can be represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor.
Given, 177 Divide the numerator by the denominator. 2717-143 Therefore, 177=237 Hence, the required fraction is
237.

Q.7.
535

Express 285 as mixed fraction.

Solution:

If improper fraction is given, the mixed fraction can be represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor.
Given fraction is 285 Divide the numerator by denominator. 5528-253 ⇒285=535 Hence, the required mixed
fraction is 535.

Q.8.
316

Express 196 as mixed fraction.

Solution:

Given fraction is 196
If improper fraction is given, the mixed fraction can be represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor. Divide the numerator by denominator. 3619-181 Therefore, 196=316 Hence, the
required mixed fraction is 316.

Q.9.
389

Express 359 as mixed fraction.

Solution:

If improper fraction is given, the mixed fraction can be represented as follows:
QuotientRemainderDivisor.
Given, 359 Divide the numerator by denominator. 3935-278 Therefore, 359=389 Hence, the required mixed fraction
is 389.

Q.10.

Express the following as improper fraction:
734.

314
Solution:

Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given: 734
734=7×4+34=28+34=314
Hence, the required improper fraction is 314.
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Q.11.

Chapter 7 Fractions

Express the following as improper fraction:
567.

417
Solution:

Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given: 567
567=5×7+67=35+67=417
Hence, the required improper fraction is 417.

Q.12.

Express the following as improper fraction:
256.

176
Solution:

Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given: 256
256=2×6+56=12+56=176
Hence, the required improper fraction is 176.

Q.13.

Express the following as improper fraction:
1035.

535
Solution:

Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given: 1035
1035=10×5+35=50+35=535
Hence, the required improper fraction is 535.

Q.14.

Express the following as improper fraction:
937.

667
Solution:

Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given, 937
937=9×7+37=63+37=667
Hence, the required improper fraction is 667.

Q.15.

Express the following as improper fraction:
849.

769
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Given a mixed fraction, the improper fraction is obtained as follows:
(Whole number×Denominator) + NumeratorDenominator
Given: 849
849=8×9+49=72+49=769
Hence, the required improper fraction is 769.
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Exercise 7.3
Q.1.

Write the fractions. Are all these fractions equivalent?

Solution:

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =1 Total number of parts =2 Hence, the fraction is 12.....1

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =2 Total number of parts =4 Hence, the fraction is =24 Divide the numerator and
denominator of the fraction by 2, 2÷24÷2=12......2

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =3 Total number of parts =6 Hence, the fraction is 36. Divide the numerator and
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denominator of the fraction by 3 3÷36÷3=12......3

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =4 Total number of parts =8 Hence, the fraction is 48 Divide the numerator and
denominator of the fraction by 4. 4÷48÷4=12.......4 From 1, 2, 3 and 4 we get, 12=24=36=48=12 Therefore, the
given fractions are equivalent.
Q.2.

Write the fractions. Are all these fractions equivalent?

Solution:

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded 4 Total number of parts 12 Hence, the fraction is 412. Divide the numerator and
denominator of the first fraction by 4 4÷412÷4=13.....1

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =3 Total number of parts =9 Hence, the fraction is 39 Divide the numerator and
denominator of the second fraction by 3 3÷39÷3=13......2
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The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =2 Total number of parts =6 Hence, the fraction is 26 Divide the numerator and
denominator of the second fraction by 2, 2÷26÷2=13......3

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =1 Total number of parts =3 Hence, the fraction is 13.....4

The required fraction is written as Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts
Total number of parts shaded =6 Total number of parts =15 Hence, the fraction is 615. Divide the numerator and
denominator of the fifth fraction by 3, 6÷315÷3 = 25.....5 Therefore, the fractions are:
412, 39, 26, 12, 615 respectively. From 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 we get, 412=39=26≠12≠615
Therefore, the given fractions are not equivalent.
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Write the fractions and pair up the equivalent fractions from each row.
(A)

(i)

(B)

(ii)

(C)

(iii)

(D)

(iv)

(E)

(v)

Solution:

The required fraction = Number of parts shadedTotal number of equal parts.
Figure(A) divided into two equal parts among them one part is shaded. The required fraction is 12.
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(B)

Figure(B) divided into six equal parts among them four parts are shaded. The required fraction is 46=4262=23.
(C)

Figure(C) divided into nine equal parts among them three parts are shaded. The required fraction is 39=3393=13.
(D)

Figure(D) divided into eight equal parts among them two parts are shaded. The required fraction is 28=2282=14.
(E)

Figure(E) divided into four equal parts among them three parts are shaded. The required fraction is 34.

Figure(i) divided into eighteen equal parts among them six parts are shaded.
The required fraction is 618=66186=13.
(ii)
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Figure(ii) divided into eight equal parts among them four parts are shaded.The required fraction is 48=4484=12.
(iii)

Figure(iii) divided into sixteen equal parts among them twelve parts are shaded. The required fraction
is 1216=124164=34.
(iv)

Figure(iv) divided into twelve equal parts among them eight parts are shaded. The required fraction
is 812=84124=23.
(v)

Figure(v) divided into sixteen equal parts among them four parts are shaded. The required fraction
is 416=44164=14. Now, let us pair up the equivalent fractions as shown below:
(A)12
(B) 23
(C) 13
(D) 14
(E) 34
Q.4.

(ii)12
(iv) 23
(i) 13
(v) 14
(iii) 34

What will come in the place of □ in the following:
27=8□

28
Solution:

Given, 27
To find: The equivalent fraction.
By the concept of equivalent fractions, we have Numerator 8 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 4.
27=2×47×4=828
Therefore, the required answer is 28.

Q.5.

What will come in the place of □ in the following:
58=10□

16
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Given, 58
To find: The equivalent fraction.
By the concept of equivalent fractions, we have, Numerator 10 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 2.
58=5×28×2=1016
Therefore, the required answer is 16.

Q.6.

What will come in the place of □ in the following:
35=□20

12
Solution:

Given, 35
To find: The equivalent fraction.
By the concept of equivalent fractions, we have, Denominator 20 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 4.
35=3×45×4=1220
Therefore, the required answer is 12.

Q.7.
20

Find the value of k in 4560=15k.

Solution:

Given, 4560
To find: The equivalent fraction.
By the concept of equivalent fractions, we have,
Numerator 15 is obtained by dividing the given fraction by 3.
4560=45÷360÷3=1520 Thus, 1520=15k Comparing both fractions, k=20.
Therefore, the value of k is 20.

Q.8.

What will come in the place of □ in the following:
1824=□4

Solution:

Given fraction: =1824
Denominator of the fraction in RHS is 4.
We know that to get the equivalent fraction, we can multiply or divide a non-zero number with both the numerator
and the denominator.
Here to get the denominator as 4, we need to divide the denominator by 6. Therefore, by the concept of equivalent
fractions, we need to divide the denominator also by 6. So, the equivalent fraction is given by 1824=18÷624÷6=34
Therefore, the required number is 3.

Q.9.

Find the equivalent fraction of 35 having denominator 20.

Solution:

Given fraction is 35.
Denominator of the new fraction is 20.
We know that to get the equivalent fraction, we can multiply or divide a non-zero number with both the numerator
and the denominator.
Here to get the denominator as 20, we need to multiply the denominator by 4. Therefore, by the concept of
equivalent fractions, we need to multiply both the numerator and the denominator by 4. So, the equivalent fraction
is, 35=3×45×4=1220 Hence, the equivalent fraction is 1220.

Q.10.

Find the equivalent fraction of 35 having numerator 9.
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Given: 35
Numerator of 9 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 3.
So, multiply the numerator and denominator by 3.
35=3×35×3=915
Hence, the equivalent fraction is 915.

Q.11.

Find the equivalent fraction of 35 having denominator 30.

Solution:

Given: 35
Denominator of 30 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 6.
So, multiply the numerator and denominator by 6. 35=3×65×6=1830 Hence, the equivalent fraction is 1830.

Q.12.

Find the equivalent fraction of 35 having numerator 27.

Solution:

Given: 35
Numerator of 27 is obtained by multiplying the given fraction by 9.
So, multiply the numerator and denominator by 9. 35=3×95×9=2745 Hence, the equivalent fraction is 2745.

Q.13.

Find the equivalent fraction of 3648 with numerator 9.

Solution:

Given, 3648
Numerator of 9 is obtained by dividing the given fraction by 4. Therefore,
3648=36÷448÷4=912
Hence, the equivalent fraction is 912.

Q.14.

Find the equivalent fraction of 3648 with denominator 4.

Solution:

Given: 3648
Denominator of 4 is obtained by dividing the given fraction by 12.
Therefore,
3648=36÷1248÷12=34
Hence, the equivalent fraction is 34.

Q.15.

Check whether the given fractions are equivalent:
59,3054

Solution:

Given, 59,3054
3054=5×69×6
Since, 3054 is obtained by multiplying numerator and denominator of 59 by 6.
Therefore, 59,3054 are equivalent.

Q.16.

Check whether the given fractions are equivalent:
310,1250
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Given, 310,1250
If the given fractions are equivalent, the product obtained by cross multiplication must be equal.
By cross multiplying the following fractions: 310,1250
3×50 = 15012×10 = 120
But clearly, 150≠120
Therefore, 310,1250 are not equivalent.

Q.17.

Check whether the given fractions are equivalent:
713,511

Solution:

Given, 713,511
If the given fractions are equivalent, the product obtained by cross multiplication must be equal.
By cross multiplying the following fractions: 713,511
7×11 = 7713×5 = 65
But clearly, 77≠65
Therefore, 713,511 are not equivalent.

Q.18.

Reduce the following fractions to the simplest form:
4860.

Solution:

Given: 4860
The HCF of the given numerator and denominator is 12. Hence, we divide both the numerator and the denominator
by 12 to obtain the simplest fraction.
4860=48÷1260÷12=45
Hence, the simplest form of the given fraction is 45.

Q.19.

Reduce the following fraction to the simplest form:
15060

Solution:

Given fraction is 15060
To find the simplest form of given fraction, we have to find HCF of both the numerator and denominator.
Clearly, The HCF of the given numerator and denominator is 30.
Hence, we divide both the numerator and the denominator by 30 to obtain the simplest fraction.
⇒15060=150÷3060÷30=52
Therefore, the simplest form of the given fraction is 52.

Q.20.

Reduce the following fractions to the simplest form:
8498.

Solution:

Given, 8498
The HCF of the given numerator and denominator is 14. Hence, we divide both the numerator and the denominator
by 14 to obtain the simplest fraction.
8498=84÷1498÷14=67
Hence, the simplest form of the given fraction is 67.

Q.21.

Reduce the following fractions to the simplest form:
1252
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Given: 1252
The HCF of the given numerator and denominator is 4. Hence, we divide both the numerator and the denominator
by 4 to obtain the simplest fraction.
1252=12÷452÷4=313
Hence, the simplest form of the given fraction is 313.

Q.22.

Reduce the following fraction to the simplest form:
728.

Solution:

Given: 728
The HCF of the given numerator and denominator is 7.
Hence, we divide both the numerator and the denominator by 7 to obtain the simplest fraction.
728=7÷728÷7=14
Hence, the simplest form of the given fraction is 14.

Q.23.

Ramesh had 20 pencils, Sheelu had 50 pencils and Jamaal had 80 pencils. After 4 months, Ramesh used up 10 pencils, Sheelu
used up 25 pencils and Jamaal used up 40 pencils. What fraction did each use up? Check if each has used up an equal fraction of
her/his pencils?

Solution:

For Ramesh:
Total number of pencils =20
Pencils used =10
Required fraction =Pencils usedTotal number of pencil he had=1020
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF of 10 and 20 which is 10.
=10÷1020÷10=12.
For Sheelu:
Total number of pencils =50
Pencils used =25
Required fraction =Pencils usedTotal number of pencil she had =2550 Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF
of 25 and 50 which is 25, =25÷2550÷25=12
For Jamaal:
Total number of pencils =80
Pencils used =40
Required fraction =Pencils usedTotal number of pencil he had =4080
Reducing the fraction by taking the HCF of 40 and 80 which is 40,
=40÷4080÷40=12
We can observe that, the fractions of the pencils each one of them are equivalent.
Hence, each of them has used the same up the same amount of pencil.

Q.24.

Match the equivalent fractions.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
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We have given: 250400
Divide the numerator and denominator by the 50.
Then, 250÷50400÷50=58 Hence, 250400=58
We have given: 180200 Divide the numerator and denominator by the 20. Then, 180÷20200÷20=910
Hence, 180200=910
We have given: 660990
Divide the numerator and denominator by the 330.
Then, 660÷330990÷330=23 Hence, 660990=23
We have given: 180360 Divide the numerator and denominator by the 180. Then 180÷180360÷180=12
Hence, 180360=12
We have given: 220550
Divide the numerator and denominator by the 110.
Then, 220÷110550÷110=25 Hence, 220550=25 Therefore, the correct match with two more equivalent fractions is
as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
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Exercise 7.4
Q.1.

Write shaded portion as fraction. Arrange them in ascending and descending order using correct sign ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’ between the
fractions:

Solution:

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the given fraction = Number of parts that are shadedTotal number of equal parts

From the figure given, we observe that the total number of parts are equal, i.e., 8.
The number of shaded parts are 3, 6, 4 and 1 respectively.
Therefore, we obtain,
38,68,48,18
We see that these are like fractions (fractions with same denominator)
In like fractions, the fraction with greater numerator is larger.
So we obtain, Ascending order: 18<38<48<68. Descending order: 68>48>38<18.
Q.2.

Write shaded portion as fraction. Arrange them in ascending and descending order using correct sign ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’ between the
fractions:
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We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Here, the numerator represents the number of parts to be shaded. The denominator represents the number of equal
parts into which the whole figure has been divided.
Therefore, the given fraction = Number of parts that are shadedTotal number of equal parts

From the figure given, we observe that the total number of parts are equal, i.e., 9
The number of shaded parts is 8, 4, 3 and 6 respectively.
Therefore, we obtain,
89,49,39,69
We see that these are like fractions (fractions with same denominator)
In like fractions, the fraction with greater numerator is larger.
So, we obtain, Ascending order: 39<49<69<89 Descending order: 89>69>49>39
Q.3.

Show 26,46,86 and 66 on the number line. Put appropriate signs between the fractions given.
56 ___ 26,

Solution:

36 ___ 0,

16 ___ 66,

86 ___ 56

We know that a fraction is a number representing part of a whole.
Number line:

We see that all the given fractions have the same denominator, i.e., 6,
So, we divide the number line between 0 and 1 into 6 equal parts and represent each fraction as follows:

In like fractions, the fraction with greater numerator is larger.
So, we obtain,
56>26
16<66
36>06 86>56.
Q.4.

In class A of 25 students, 20 passed with 60% or more marks; in another class B of 30 students, 24 passed with 60% or more
marks. In which class was a greater fraction of students getting with 60% or more marks?
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Given,
In class A,20 passed out of 25, that is, 2025
The Simplest form of the fraction =20÷525÷5=45
In class B,24 passed out of 30, that is, 2430
The Simplest form of the fraction =24÷230÷2=12÷315÷3=45
Hence, both class has the same fraction of students getting with 60% or more marks.

Q.5.

Compare the fractions and put the appropriate sign (<, >, =) in the box.
36 and 56

<
Solution:

Given fractions are 36 and 56.
We can see that the given fractions are like fractions since the denominator is same.
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater.
Therefore, 36<56.

Q.6.

Put the appropriate sign (<, >, =)
17 _____ 14

<
Solution:

Given: 17, 14.
Here, the denominators are different.
To make the denominators same, multiply and divide the first fraction by 4 and second fraction by 7.
17×44___14×77⇒428<728
Hence, we get 17<14.

Q.7.
<

Compare the fractions by putting an appropriate sign '>' or '<' or '='. 45___55

Solution:

Given, 45___55
Here, we see that the denominator is same,
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Since 4<5, Therefore, 45<55.

Q.8.

Compare the fractions by putting an appropriate sign '>' or '<' or '='.
35 _____ 37

>
Solution:

Given: 35, 37.
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
To make the denominator same, multiply and divide the first fraction by 7 and second fraction by 5 .
35×77___37×55⇒2135>1535
Therefore, 35>37.

Q.9.

Make five more pairs like 35 ___ 45 and put appropriate signs ‘<’ or ‘>’, ‘=’.
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(i) 910 ___ 610
Here, we see that the denominator is same.
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Therefore, 910>610.
(ii) 13 ___ 16
Here, we see that the denominators are different.
So, we have to cross multiply. 13 ___ 16 1×6 ___ 1×3 6 ___ 3 As 6 is greater than 3, 6>3.
Therefore, 13>16.
(iii) 18 ___ 15
Here, we see that the denominators are different.
So, we have to cross multiply. 18 ___ 15 1×5 ___ 1×8 5 ___ 8 As 5 is lesser than 8, 5<8 Therefore, L.H.S. is lesser.
Hence, 18<15.
(iv) 78 ___ 118
Here, we see that the denominator is same.
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Therefore, 78<118.
(v) 1113 ___ 913
Here, we see that the denominator is same.
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Therefore, 1113>913.

Q.10.

Look at the figure and write ‘<’or‘>’,‘=’ between the pair of fractions: 16 ___ 13

<
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Given, 16 ___ 13

As 16 is to the left of 13, 16 is lesser than 13, Therefore, 16<13.
Q.11.

Look at the figure and write ‘<’or‘>’,‘=’ between the pair of fractions: 34_____26

>
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Given figure is:

As 34 is to the right of 26 ⇒ 34 is greater than 26 Therefore, 34>26.
Q.12.

Look at the figure and write ‘<’or‘>’,‘=’ between the pair of fractions: 23 ___ 24
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Given, 23 ___ 24

In the figure, the numbers fractions are arranged in increasing order from left to right. As 23 is on the right of 24, 23
is greater than 24, Therefore, 23>24.
Q.13.

Look at the figure and write ‘<’or‘>’,‘=’ between the pair of fractions: 66 ___ 33
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Given, 66 ___ 33

As 66 is on the same line as 33, they are equal. Therefore, 66=33
Q.14.

Look at the figure and write ‘<’or‘>’,‘=’ between the pair of fractions: 56 ___ 55
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Given, 56 ___ 55

As 56 is on the left of 55, 56 is lesser than 55. Hence, 56<55.
Q.15.

Fill the appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
12 ___ 15

>
Solution:

Given, 12 ___ 15
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
To make the denominator same, multiply and divide the first fraction by 5 and second fraction by 2.
12×55 ___ 15×22 ⇒510>210 Hence, 12>15.

Q.16.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
24 ___ 36

=
Solution:

Given, 24 ___ 36
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
To make the same denominator, multiply and divide the first fraction by 6 and second fraction by 4.
24×66 ___ 36×44 ⇒1224=1224 Hence, 24=36.

Q.17.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
35 _____ 23

<
Solution:

Given, 35 _____ 23
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
To make the denominator same, multiply and divide the first fraction by 3 and second fraction by 5.
35×33 ___ 23×55 ⇒915<1015 Hence, 35<23.

Q.18.

How quickly can you do this? Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
34 ___ 28

>
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Given, 34 ___ 28
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
So, we have to cross multiply.
34 ___ 28 Simplify the given fraction to the simplest form. 34 ___ 14 Since the denominator is same, the numerator
is greater. 3>1 Therefore, 34>28.

Q.19.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
35 ___ 65

<
Solution:

Given, 35 ___ 65
Here, we see that the denominator is same,
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Therefore, 35<65.

Q.20.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
79 ___ 39

>
Solution:

Given, 79 ___ 39
Here, we see that the denominators are same, they are called like fractions.
So, the fraction with larger numerator is greater. Therefore, 79>39.

Q.21.

Fill in an appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
14 ___ 28

=
Solution:

Given: 14, 28.
Here, we see that the denominators are different.
To make the same denominator, multiply and divide the first fraction by 2. 14×22 ___ 28 ⇒28=28 As L.H.S. is
equal to R.H.S. Hence, 14=28.

Q.22.

Fill in an appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
610 _____ 45

<
Solution:

Given: 610, 45.
Here, we see that the denominators are different.
To make the same denominator, multiply and divide the second fraction by 2. 610 _____ 45×22⇒610<810
Therefore, as L.H.S. is smaller than the R.H.S. Hence, 610<45.

Q.23.

How quickly can you do this? Fill the appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
34 ______ 78

<
Solution:

Given, 34 _____ 78
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
To make the denominator same, multiply and divide first fraction by 2. 34×22 _____ 7868<78 Therefore, as L.H.S.
is lesser. Hence, 34<78.

Q.24.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
610 _____ 35

=
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Given, 610 _____ 35
Here, we see that the denominators are different.
To make the denominators same, multiply and divide the second fraction by 2.
⇒610 _____35×22⇒610=610
Hence, L.H.S. is equal to R.H.S. Therefore, 610=35.

Q.25.

Fill appropriate sign. ‘<’,‘=’,‘>’
57 _____1521

=
Solution:

Given, 57 _____ 1521
Here, we see that the denominators are different,
So, we have to cross multiply. 57 _____ 1521 ⇒5×21 _____ 15×7 ⇒105 _____ 105 Since, 105=105 Hence,
57=1521.

Q.26.

The following fractions represent just three different numbers. Separate them into three groups of equivalent fractions, by
changing each one to its simplest form.
212
1060
1275

Solution:

315
1575
1272

850
1260
318

16100
1696
425

Equivalent fractions can be defined as fractions with different numerators and denominators that represent the same
value.
Let the groups be Group I - 16, Group II - 15, and Group III - 425.
Given Fraction
212
315
850
16100
1060
1575
1260
1696
1275
1272
318
425

Q.27.

Simplest form
Group I - 16? Group II - 15? Group III - 425?
212=2÷212÷2=16
Yes
No
No
315=3÷315÷3=15
No
Yes
No
850=8÷250÷2=425
No
No
Yes
16100=16÷4100÷4=425
No
No
Yes
1060=10÷1060÷10=16
Yes
No
No
1575=15÷1575÷15=15
No
Yes
No
1260=12÷1260÷12=15
No
Yes
No
1696=16÷1696÷16=16
Yes
No
No
1275=12÷375÷3=425
No
No
Yes
1272=12÷1272÷12=16
Yes
No
No
318=3÷318÷3=16
Yes
No
No
425=4÷125÷1=425
No
No
Yes

Find the answer to the following. Write and indicate how you solved them.
Is 59 equal to 45 ?

Solution:

Given, 59 and 45

L.C.M of 9,5 =3×3×5=45
⇒5×59×5=2545 and 4×95×9=3645 Since, 2545≠3645 Therefore, 59≠45 Hence, they are not equal.
Q.28.

Find the answer to the following. Write and indicate how you solved them.
Is 916 equal to 59 ?
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Given, 916 and 59

Taking L.C.M of 16,9
L.C.M=2×2×2×2×3×3=144 ⇒9×916×9=81144 and 5×169×16=80144 Since, 81144≠80144 Therefore, 916≠59
Hence, they are not equal.
Q.29.

Find the answer to the following. Write and indicate how you solved them.
Is 45 equal to 1620 ?

Solution:

Given, 45 and 1620

Taking L.C.M of 5,20
L.C.M =2×2×5 =20 ⇒4×205×20=80100 and 16×520×5=80100 Since, 80100=80100 Therefore, 45=1620 Hence,
they are equal.
Q.30.

Find the answer to the following. Write and indicate how you solved them.
Is 115 equal to 430 ?

Solution:

Given, 115 and 430

Taking LCM of 15,30
LCM =2×3×5=30 ⇒1×215×2=230 and 4×130×1=430 Since, 230≠430 Therefore, 115≠430 Hence, they are not
equal.
Q.31.

Ila read 25 pages of a book containing 100 pages. Lalita read 25 of the same book. Who read less?
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Given,
Lalita read 25th part of book.
Ila reads 25 pages out of 100 pages, Fraction of the pages Ila reads =25100 =25÷5100÷5 =5÷520÷5=14 So, Ila read
14th part of the book.
We have to find out who read less,
Since the denominators are different, we need to make the denominators same by finding their common
denominator.

L.C.M of 4,5 =2×2×5=20 Now,
14=1×54×5=520 25=2×45×4=820 Since 520<820 Therefore, 14<25 Hence, Ila read less than Lalita.
Q.32.

Rafiq exercised for 36 of an hour, while Rohit exercised for 34 of an hour. Who exercised for a longer time?

Solution:

Given, Rafiq exercised 36 of an hour.
Rohit exercised 34 of an hour.
Now, we have to compare these fractions to see who exercised for a longer time. So, since the denominators are
different, we need to make the denominators same by finding their common denominator.

L.C.M of 6,4 =2×2×3=12
Now, 36=3×26×2=612
34=3×34×3=912
Since 612<912 ⟹36<34 Therefore, Rohit exercised for a longer time than Rafiq.
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Exercise 7.5
Q.1.

Write the results of these fractions appropriately as addition or subtraction:

35
Solution:

From the given figure,

The fractions form of given figure is, First figure=15 Second figure =25 Third figure =35

15+25=1+25=35
Hence, the required fraction is 35.
Q.2.

Write the resultant fraction from the given shaded figures:

25
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From the given figure:

Converting into fractions:
First figure =55 Second figure=35 Third figure =25

55-35=5-35=25
Hence, the required fraction is 25.
Q.3.

Write the name of the operation on fractions which satisfies the below images: (Addition / Subtraction / Multiplication / Division)

Addition
Solution:

From the given figure,
By adding we get,

26+36=2+36=56 Therefore, the required operation is addition.
Q.4.
19

Add to write the fraction into its simplest form: 118+118

Solution:

Given,
118+118.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator. To add like fractions, add the numerators and write the
same denominator. ⇒118+118=1+118 ⇒118+118=218 ⇒118+118=19 Therefore, the required fraction is 19.
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Solve: 815+315

Solution:

Given, 815+315.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator.
To add like fractions, add the numerators and write the same denominator. ⇒815+315=8+315 ⇒ 815+315=1115
Therefore, the required fraction is 1115.

Q.6.
27

Solve: 77-57

Solution:

Given, 77-57.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator.
The given fractions are like fractions. To subtract like fractions subtract the numerators and write the same
denominator. ⇒77-57=7-57 ⇒77-57=27 Therefore, the required fraction is 27.

Q.7.
1

Solve: 122+2122

Solution:

Given, 122+2122.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator.
To add the like fractions add the numerators and write the same denominator. ⇒122+2122=1+2122 ⇒
122+2122=2222=1 Therefore, the required answer is 1.

Q.8.
13

Solve: 1215-715

Solution:

Given, 1215-715.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator.
To subtract like fractions, subtract the numerators and write the same denominator. 1215-715=12-715 ⇒
1215-715=515 ⇒1215-715=13 Therefore, the required fraction is 13.

Q.9.
1

Solve: 58+38

Solution:

Given,
58+38
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator. You can add or subtract like fractions by adding or
subtracting the numerators and write the sum over the common denominator. ⇒ 58+38=88=1 Therefore, the
required answer is 1.

Q.10.

Solve:
1-23

13
Solution:

Given, 1-23
⇒ 1-23=33-23
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator. You can add or subtract like fractions by adding or
subtracting the numerators and write the sum over the common denominator. ⇒ 1-23=3-23 ⇒ 1-23=13
Therefore, the required fraction is 13.

Q.11.

Solve:
14+04

14
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Given, 14+04.
Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator. You can add or subtract like fractions by adding or
subtracting the numerators and write the sum over the common denominator.
⇒ 14+04=1+04 ⇒ 14+04=14 Therefore, the required fraction is 14.

Q.12.

Solve:
3-125

35
Solution:

Given, 3-125
Make both the denominators same.
⇒3-125=155-125 Like fractions are fractions with the same denominator. To subtract like fractions, subtract the
numerators of the fractions and write the result over the common denominator. ⇒3-125=15-125 ⇒ 3-125=35
Therefore, the required fraction is 35.

Q.13.

Shubham painted 23 of the wall space in his room. His sister Madhavi helped and painted 13 of the wall space. How much did
they paint together?

Solution:

Given,
Fraction of wall painted by Shubham =23
Fraction of wall painted by Madhavi =13 Total painting by both of them =23+13 ⇒Total painting by both of them
=2+13 ⇒Total painting by both of them =33=1 Hence, they painted the complete wall together.

Q.14.
410

710- _____ =310

Solution:

Let the missing number be x.
That is, 710-x=310
710-310=x Which are like fractions. In subtraction of like fractions, subtract the numerators and write the result over
the same denominator. ⇒7-310=x ⇒410=x Thus, the missing fraction is 410.

Q.15.
821

_____ -321=521

Solution:

Given, -321=521
To add or subtract similar fractions, just add or subtract all the numerators and copy the denominators. Then, convert
the answer to lowest term.
=521+321 ⇒=5+321 ⇒=821 Hence, the missing fraction is 821.

Q.16.
1

_____ -36=36

Solution:

Given, -36=36
To add or subtract similar fractions, just add or subtract all the numerators and copy the denominators. Then, convert
the answer to lowest term.
=36+36 ⇒=3+36 ⇒=66 ⇒ =6÷66÷6=1 Hence, the missing fraction is 1.

Q.17.
727

_____ +527=1227

Solution:

Given, +527=1227
To add or subtract similar fractions, just add or subtract all the numerators and copy the denominators. Then, convert
the answer to lowest term.
=1227-527 ⇒=12-527 ⇒=727 Hence, the missing fraction is 727.

Q.18.

Javed was given 57 of a basket of oranges. What fraction of oranges was left in the basket?
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27
Solution:

Given, Fraction of Orange with Javed =57
∴ Fraction of Orange left =1- Fraction of Orange with Javed
=1-57 =77-57 =7-57 =27 Hence, 27 basket of oranges is left.
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Exercise 7.6
Q.1.
1721

Find 23+17

Solution:

Given, 23+17
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 3 and 7 is 21
∴23+17=2×7+1×321 =14+321 =1721 Hence, the required fraction is 1721.

Q.2.
2330

Find 310+715

Solution:

Given, 310+715
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 10 and 15 is 30.
∴310+715=3×310×3+7×215×2 =3×3+7×230 =9+1430 =2330 Hence, the required fraction is 2330.

Q.3.
4663

Find 49+27

Solution:

Given, 49+27
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 9 and 7 is 63
∴49+27=4×79×7+2×97×9 =4×7+2×963 =28+1863 =4663 Hence, the required fraction is 4663.

Q.4.
2221

Find the value of 57+13 and express the sum as an improper fraction.

Solution:

Given:
57+13
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions. To add two unlike fractions, we first find the
L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 7 and 3 is 21. ∴57+13=5×37×3+1×73×7 =5×3+7×121 =15+721=2221
Hence, the required fraction is 2221.

Q.5.
1730

Find the sum of 25+16.

Solution:

Given, 25+16=k30
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 5 and 6 is 30
∴25+16=2×65×6+1×56×5 =2×6+5×130 =12+530=1730 Thus, the required answer is 1730

Q.6.

Solve:
45+23

2215
Solution:

Given, 45+23
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 5 and 3 is 15
∴45+23=4×35×3+2×53×5 =4×3+2×515 =12+1015=2215 Hence, the required fraction is 2215.

Q.7.

Solve:
34-13

512
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Given, 34-13
Unlike fractions are fractions that have different denominators.
To subtract two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 4 and 3 is 12.
∴34-13=3×34×3-1×43×4 =3×3-4×112 =9-412=512 Hence, the required fraction is 512.

Q.8.

Solve:
56-13

12
Solution:

Given, 56-13
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To subtract two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 6 and 3 is 6
∴56-13=5×16×1-1×23×2 =5×1-2×16 =5-26=36=12 Hence, the required fraction is 12.

Q.9.
2312

Find 23+34+12

Solution:

Given, 23+34+12
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add three unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 3, 4 and 2 is 12
∴23+34+12=2×43×4+3×34×3+1×62×6 =2×4+3×3+1×612 =8+9+612=2312 Hence, the required fraction is 2312.

Q.10.

Solve
12+13+16

1
Solution:

Given, 12+13+16
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To add three unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 2,3 and 6 is 6
∴12+13+16=1×32×3+1×23×2+1×16×1 =1×3+1×2+1×16 =3+2+16=66=1 Hence, the required answer is 1.

Q.11.

Solve:
113+323

5
Solution:

Given, 113+323
Converting the given mixed fractions to improper fractions:
(Whole×Denominator)+NumeratorDenominator 113+323=43+113 Since the denominators of the given fractions are
equal (L.C.M. of 3 and 3 is 3), we add the numerators to obtain the answer. ∴43+113=4+113=153=5 Hence, the
required answer is 5.

Q.12.

Find the sum in mixed fraction.
423+314

71112
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Given, 423+314.
Converting the given mixed fractions to improper fractions:
(Whole×Denominator)+NumeratorDenominator
423+314=143+134
To add two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators.
L.C.M. of 3 and 4 is 12.
∴143+134=14×43×4+13×34×3
⇒14×4+13×312
⇒56+3912=9512=71112
Hence, the required fraction is 71112.

Q.13.

Solve:
165-75

95
Solution:

Given, 165-75
The fractions with same denominators are called like fractions.
To add or subtract similar fractions, just add or subtract all the numerators and copy the denominators. Then, convert
the answer to lowest term. ∴165-75=16-75 =95 Hence, the required fraction is 95.

Q.14.

Solve:
43-12

56
Solution:

Given, 43-12
The fractions with different denominators are called unlike fractions.
To subtract two unlike fractions, we first find the L.C.M. of their denominators. L.C.M. of 3 and 2 is 6
∴43-12=4×23×2-1×32×3 =4×2-1×36 =8-36=56 Hence, the required fraction is 56.

Q.15.

Sarita bought 25 metre of ribbon and Lalita 34 metre of ribbon. What is the total length (in metre) of the ribbon they bought?
(Write the answer in the mixed fraction)

1320
Solution:

Given, Length of the ribbon bought by Sarita =25 m
Length of the ribbon bought by Lalita =34 m
Total length of ribbon =25+34 =2×45×4+3×54×5 [∵ L.C.M. of 5 and 4 is 20] =2×4+5×320 [∵ L.C.M. of 5 and 4 is
20] =8+1520=2320=1320 Hence, the length of the ribbon they bought is 1320 m.

Q.16.

Naina was given 112 piece of cake and Najma was given 113 piece of cake. Find the total amount of cake was given to both of
them.
(Write the answer in the mixed fraction)

256
Solution:

Given, Fraction of cake given to Naina =112
Fraction of cake given to Najma =113
Total amount of cake given to them =112+113 =32+43 =3×32×3+4×23×2 =3×3+4×26 [ ∵ L.C.M. of 2 and 3 is 6]
=9+86=176=256 Hence, the total amount of cake given to both of them is 256.

Q.17.
78

_____ -58=14
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Let the missing number be x,
That is, x-58=14
x=14+58 To add the unlike terms we take the LCM of the denominators of the given fractions. x=2+58=78 Hence,
the required answer is 78.

Q.18.
7

If pq-15=12 and p and q are co-primes, then the value of p is _____.

Solution:

Given, pq-15=12
To add fractions with unlike denominators, rename the fractions with a common denominator. Then add and
simplify.
pq=12+15 pq=5+210=710 Hence, the value of p is 7.

Q.19.
13

12- _____ =16

Solution:

Let the missing number be x
So, 12-x=16
To add fractions with unlike denominators, rename the fractions with a common denominator. Then add and
simplify. x=12-16 x=3-16=26=13 Hence, the required answer is 13.

Q.20.

Complete the addition-subtraction box.
Addition →
23 43 ___
Subtraction ↓ 13 23 ____
____ ____ ____

Solution:

From the given figure,
23+43=2+43=63=2
13+23=1+23=33=1

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1

23-13=2-13=13
43-23=4-23=23

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1
13 23

Now, 2-1=1
Also, 13+23=1+23=1

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1
13 23 1

Hence, the completed box is given as above.
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Complete the addition-subtraction box.
Addition →
23
43
_____
Subtraction ↓ 13
23
_____
_____ _____ _____

Solution:

From the given figure,
23+43=2+43=63=2
13+23=1+23=33=1

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1
— — —

23-13=2-13=13
43-23=4-23=23

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1
13 23 —

Now, 2-1=1
Also, 13+23=1+23=1

Subtraction ↓

Addition →
23 43 2
13 23 1
13 23 1

Hence, the completed box is given as above.
Q.22.

A piece of wire 78 metre long broke into two pieces. One piece was 14 metre long. How long (in metres) is the other piece?
(Write the answer in fraction.)

58
Solution:

Given, Total length of wire =78 m
Length of first part =14 m
Remaining part = Total length of the wire – Length of the first part =78-14 =7×1-2×18 [ ∵ L.C.M. of 8 and 4 is 8]
=7-28=58 m Therefore, the length of remaining part is 58 m.

Q.23.

Nandini’s house is 910 km from her school. She walked some distance and then took a bus for 12 km to reach the school. How
far did she walk in km? (Write the answer in fraction.)

25
Solution:

Given, Total distance between school and house =910 km
Distance she traveled by bus =12 km
Therefore, the distance she walks = Total distance - distance traveled by bus =910-12=910-12×55 =9×1-1×510 [ ∵
L.C.M. of 10 and 2 is 10] =9-510 =410 =25 km Hence, the distance covered by walking is 25 km.

Q.24.

Asha and Samuel have bookshelves of the same size partly filled with books. Asha’s shelf is 56th full and Samuel’s shelf is 25th
full. Whose bookshelf is more full? By what fraction?
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Given, Asha’s bookshelf is 56th full.
Samuel’s bookshelf is 25th full.
In order to compare the two fractions, we find their equivalent fractions with same denominator. 56=56×55=2530
Also, 25=25×66=1230 ( ∵ L.C.M. of 6 and 5 is 30)
∵2530>1230
⇒56>25
∴ Asha’s bookshelf is more covered than Samuel’s. Difference =2530-1230=1330 Hence, Asha’s bookshelf is more
covered than Samuel’s by a fraction of 1330.

Q.25.

Jaidev takes 215 minutes to walk across the school ground. Rahul takes 74 minutes to do the same. Who takes less time and by
what fraction?

Solution:

Given, Time taken by Jaidev =215 minutes =5×2+15=115 minutes
Time taken by Rahul =74 minutes
In order to compare the two fractions, we find their equivalent fractions with same denominator.
115=11×45×4=4420 74=7×54×5=3520
Since, 4420>3520
⇒115>74
Therefore, Rahul takes less time. Difference =115-74=11×4-7×520 L.C.M. of 5 and 4 is 20 =44-3520=920 minutes
Thus, Rahul takes 920 minutes lesser than Jaidev.
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